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ABSTRACT

Trigonometry and Pre-calculus weave together previous studies of algebra, geometry, and functions into a preparatory course for
calculus. The course focuses on the mastery of critical skills and exposure to new skills necessary for success in subsequent math
courses. Topics include linear, quadratic, exponential, logarithmic, radical, polynomial, and rational functions. Additional topics cover
trigonometric ratios and functions; inverse trigonometric functions; applications of trigonometry, including vectors and laws of cosine
and sine; polar functions and notation; and arithmetic of complex numbers. Cross-curricular connections are made throughout the
course to calculus, art, science, and a variety of other fields related to mathematics.
This course is designed for the mathematically talented students who are interested in pursuing mathematics at an advanced level. The
course focuses on three critical areas: function analysis, trigonometry, and an introduction to calculus. These areas are designed to
prepare students for success in future advanced mathematics courses. Graphing, problem solving, and analysis are stressed. Graphing
calculator use is emphasized. The use of technology is infused to gather, analyze, and communicate mathematical information.
Critical Area 1: Students should be able to work with functions represented in a variety of ways: graphical, numerical, analytical, or
verbal. They should understand the connections among these representations.
Critical Area 2: Students will gain a deeper appreciation for the periodic nature of trigonometric functions by visualizing and modeling
real-world phenomena. They will also be able to define trigonometric ratios and apply right-triangle trigonometry to solve real-world
problems. Students should be able to sketch / analyze trigonometric graphs and use the graphs to solve application problems. They will
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work to solve trigonometric equations by using inverse trigonometric functions and identities along with non-right triangles and
geometric applications.
Critical Area 3: A key background tool for calculus is the function concept. Students should be familiar with function concepts and
specific functions in order to obtain an important foundation and language for calculus. Students should also be able to work with
numbers and variables along with equations and functions in an algebraic context.
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Proficiencies and Pacing:
Course Title: Honors Pre-Calculus
Prerequisite(s): Honors Geometry and Honors Algebra II
Unit Title:
Unit 1: Trigonometric
Functions

Duration/
Related Standards:
Month(s)
4 Weeks/
Subject Area:
SeptemberOctober
NJSLS.F-TF.A.1,2,3,4
NJSLS.F-TF.B,5,6,7
NJSLS.G-SRT.C.6,7,8
NJSLS.F-BF.B.4d
Interdisciplinary:
Science
NJSLS-S.HS-PS4-1
STEM
9.3.ST.2,6
9.3.ST‐ET.2,3,5
9.3.ST‐SM.1,4
Technology:
NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5
NJSLS.8.2.12.E.1
Career Practices:
CRP2,4,6,7,8,11,12
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Learning Goals:
1. The students will understand
the difference between the
two systems for measuring
angles in trigonometry and
be able to convert from one
system to another.
2. The students will understand
that the basis for
trigonometry is a right
triangle and be able to use
right triangles to compute
values for the six
trigonometric functions.
3. The students will understand
the relationship between the
values for sine and cosine
and the features of
sinusoidal graphs and be able
to calculate the defining
characteristic of sinusoids
algebraically.
4. The students will understand
the applications of sinusoids
and be able to use sinusoids
to model a variety of realworld situations.
5. The students will understand
the relationship between the
trigonometric functions and
the inverse trigonometric
functions and be able to

Topics and Skills:
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Convert between radians and
degrees and find arc lengths.
Define the six trigonometric
functions using the lengths of the
sides of a right triangle.
Solve problems involving the
trigonometric functions of real
numbers and solve problems
involving the properties of the
sine and cosine functions as
periodic functions.
Generate the graphs of the sine
and cosine functions and explore
transformations of the sine and
cosine functions.
Generate the graphs for the
tangent, cotangent, secant, and
cosecant functions and explore
various transformations of these
graphs.
Graph sums, differences, and
other combinations of
trigonometric and algebraic
functions.
Relate the concept of inverse
function to trigonometric
functions.
Apply the concepts of
trigonometry to solve real-world
problems.

Unit Title:

Unit 2: Analytic
Trigonometry

Duration/
Month(s)

Related Standards:

8 Weeks/
OctoberDecember

Subject Area:

Topics and Skills:

compute values using the
inverse trigonometric
functions.
6. The students will understand
the various methods for
solving trigonometric
equations including using the
inverse trigonometric
functions and be able to
solve trigonometric problems
using the inverse
trigonometric functions.

NJSLS.F-TF.C.8,9
NJSLS.G-SRT.D.9,10,11
Interdisciplinary:
Science
NJSLS-S.HS-PS4-1
STEM
9.3.ST.2,6
9.3.ST‐ET.2,3,5
9.3.ST‐SM.1,4
Technology:
NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5
NJSLS.8.2.12.E.1
Career Practices:
CRP2,4,6,7,8,11,12
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1. The students will understand
the fundamental
trigonometric identities and
be able to use the
fundamental identities to
simplify other trigonometric
expressions and prove other
trigonometric identities.
2. The students will understand
that the fundamental
identities can be used to
develop other trigonometric
identities and be able to use
the sum and difference
identities and multiple-angle
identities to solve
trigonometric problems and
prove other trigonometric
identities.
3. The students will understand
that the trigonometric

•
•
•
•

Apply the identities for the
cosine, sine and tangent of a
difference or sum.
Apply the double-angle identities,
power-reducing identities, and
half-angle identities.
Use the Law of Sines to solve
problems.
Use the Law of Cosines to solve
problems.

Unit Title:

Unit 3: Functions and
Graphs

Duration/
Month(s)

Related Standards:

7 Weeks/
DecemberJanuary

Subject Area:

Topics and Skills:

identities can be used to
solve trigonometric
equations and be able to use
trigonometric identities to
solve complex trigonometric
equations.
4. The students will understand
the relationship between
right triangle trigonometry
and the trigonometric
identities and the Laws of
Sines and Cosines and be
able to use the Law of Sines
and Law of Cosines to solve
triangles and trigonometric
problems

NJSLS.F-IF.A.1,2,3
NJSLS.F-IF.B.4,5
NJSLS.F-IF.C.7a,7b,7c
NJSLS.F-BF.A.1a,1b,1c
NJSLS.F-BF.B.3
NJSLS.F-BF.B.4a,4b
NJSLS.A-REI.B.3
NJSLS.A-REI.B.4a,4b
NJSLS.A-REI.D.11
Interdisciplinary:
STEM
9.3.ST.2,6
9.3.ST‐ET.2,3,5
9.3.ST‐SM.1,4
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1. The students will understand
the different mathematical
models and be able to
represent real-world
situations using the different
models.
2. The students will understand
the key features of functions
and graphs and be able to
determine the key features
of a function or graph.
3. The students will understand
that functions can be
combined in various ways
and be able to use
mathematical operations

•
•
•
•
•
•

Use numerical, algebraic and
graphical models to solve
problems.
Translate from one model to
another.
Represent functions numerically,
algebraically, and graphically.
Determine the domain and range
of functions.
Analyze functions for extrema,
symmetry, asymptotes and end
behavior
Recognize the twelve basic
functions.

Unit Title:

Duration/
Month(s)

Related Standards:
Technology:
NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5
NJSLS.8.2.12.E.1
Career Practices:
CRP2,4,6,7,8,11,12

Learning Goals:
and/or composition to create
new functions.
4. The students will understand
that there are various
methods to solving an
equation and be able to
solve equations algebraically
and graphically.

Topics and Skills:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Unit 4: Polynomial, Power,
and Rational Functions
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7 Weeks/
February March

Subject Area:
NJSLS.A-APR.A.1
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1. The students will be able to
understand that polynomial
functions are used to model

•

Determine the domains of
functions related to the twelve
basic functions.
Combine the twelve basic
functions in various ways to create
new functions.
Build new functions from existing
functions
using
arithmetic
operations.
Build new functions from existing
functions using the composition of
functions.
Build new functions from existing
functions
using
parametric
equations.
Build new functions from existing
functions by finding inverse
functions.
Algebraically and graphically
represent
translations,
reflections, stretches and shrinks
of functions and parametric
equations.
Identify
appropriate
basic
function to model real-world
situations.
Produce specific functions to
model data, formulas, graphs and
verbal descriptions.
Recognize and graph linear and
quadratic functions, and use these

Unit Title:

Duration/
Month(s)

Related Standards:
NJSLS.A-APR.B.2,3
NJSLS.A-APR.D.6,7
NJSLS.A-REI.A.2
NJSLS.A-SSE.B.3a,3b
NJSLS.N-CN.A.1,2,3
NJSLS.N-CN.B.4,5,6
NJSLS.N-CN.C.7,8,9
Interdisciplinary:
STEM
9.3.ST.2,6
9.3.ST‐ET.2,3,5
9.3.ST‐SM.1,4

Learning Goals:

2.

3.

Technology:
NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5
NJSLS.8.2.12.E.1
Career Practices:
CRP2,4,6,7,8,11,12

4.

5.
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a variety of real-world
situations and be able to
select the appropriate model
for a situation
The students will understand
the difference between
polynomial and power
functions and be able to
compute polynomial or
powers functions to model a
set of data.
The students will understand
the relationship between the
zeros of a polynomial
function and the graph and
be able to use algebraic
techniques to find those
zeros.
The students will understand
the relationship between
rational functions and
polynomial functions and be
able to use the key features
of polynomial functions to
develop the key features of a
rational function.
The students will understand
that there are multiple
methods for solving rational
equations and inequalities
and be able to solve rational
equations and inequalities
algebraically and graphically.

Topics and Skills:

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

functions to model application
problems.
Sketch power functions in the
form f(x) = kxa.
Graph polynomial functions,
predict their end behavior and
find their real zeros using a
grapher or an algebraic method.
Divide polynomials using long
division or synthetic division and
apply the Remainder, Factor and
Rational Zeros Theorems and find
upper and lower bounds for zeros.
Add, subtract, multiply and divide
complex numbers and find
complex zeros of quadratic
functions.
Factor polynomials with real
coefficients.
Graph rational functions
Find limits and asymptotes
Solve rational equations and
inequalities algebraically and
graphically

Unit Title:
Unit 5: Exponential,
Logistic, and Logarithmic
Functions

Duration/
Month(s)
3 Weeks
March
April

Related Standards:
Subject Area:
NJSLS.F-LE.A.1a,1b,1c
NJSLS.F-LE.A.3
NJSLS.F-LE.A.4
NJSLS.A-CED.A.1
NJSLS.F-BF.B.5
NJSLS.F-IF.C.7e
NJSLS.F-IF.C.8b
9.1.12.B.1,2,5,8,9,10,
9.1.12.C.1,2,3,4,
9.2.12.D.2,5
Interdisciplinary:
STEM
9.3.ST.2,6
9.3.ST‐ET.2,3,5
9.3.ST‐SM.1,2,4
Technology:
NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5
NJSLS.8.2.12.E.1
Career Practices:
CRP2,4,6,7,8,11,12
Career Awareness:
NJSLS.9.2.12.C.9
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Learning Goals:
1. The students will understand
the differences between
exponential and logistic
functions and polynomial
functions and be able to
develop exponential and
logistic models for real-world
situations.
2. The students will understand
the relationship between
exponential and logarithmic
functions and be able to
develop logarithmic models
for real-world situations.
3. The students will understand
that logarithms are
exponents and behave like
exponents and be able to use
the properties of logarithms
to solve equations and
inequalities. (1 week)
The students will understand
that exponential and
logarithmic functions have
many applications in the
world of finance and be able
to calculate compound
interest and annuities using
exponential and logarithmic
functions.

Topics and Skills:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Evaluate exponential expressions.
Identify and graph exponential
and logistic functions.
Use exponential functions to
model real-life problems.
Convert
equation
between
logarithmic form and exponential
form and evaluate and graph
common and natural logarithms.
Apply the properties of logarithms
to evaluate expressions and graph
function and re-express data.
Apply the properties of logarithms
to
solve
exponential
and
logarithmic
equations
algebraically and solve application
problems using the properties of
logarithms.
Use exponential functions and
equations to solve business and
finance applications related to
compound interest and annuities.

Unit Title:
Unit 6: Limits and
Continuity

9

Duration/
Month(s)
9 Weeks/
April
June

Related Standards:
Subject Area:

MA.9-12.I.B.1 - An
intuitive understanding of
the limiting process
MA.9-12.I.B.2 Calculating limits using
algebra
MA.9-12.I.B.3 Estimating limits from
graphs or tables of data
MA.9-12.I.C.1 Understanding asymptotes
in terms of graphical
behavior
MA.9-12.I.C.2 Describing asymptotic
behavior in terms of limits
involving infinity
MA.9-12.I.C.3 Comparing relative
magnitudes of functions
and their rates of change
(for example, contrasting
exponential growth,
polynomial growth, and
logarithmic growth)
MA.9-12.I.D.1 - An
intuitive understanding of
continuity. (The function
values can be made as
close as desired by taking
sufficiently close values of
the domain.)
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Learning Goals:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The student will
understand the concepts of
a limit and continuity as
they apply to functions.
The student will be able to
analyze a limit graphically,
numerically, and
analytically (algebraically).
The student will be able to
understand continuity in
terms of limits. The
student will be able to
evaluate the continuity of a
function or a graph at a
specific point or on an
interval.
Students will develop a
Geometric understanding
of graphs of continuous
functions (Intermediate
Value Theorem and
Extreme Value Theorem).
Students will be able to
estimate limits from graphs
or tables of data.
The student will be able to
understand continuity in
terms of limits. The
student will be able to
evaluate the continuity of a
function or a graph at a
specific point or on an
interval.

Topics and Skills:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defining Limits and Using Limit
Notation
Estimating Limit Values from
Graphs
Estimating Limit Values from
Tables
Determining Limits Using
Algebraic Properties
Determining Limits Using
Algebraic Manipulation
Selecting Procedures for
Determining Limits
Determining Limits Using the
Squeeze Theorem
Connecting Multiple
Representations of Limits
Exploring Types of Discontinuities
Defining Continuity at a Point
Confirming Continuity over an
Interval
Removing Discontinuities
Infinite Limits and Vertical
Asymptotes
Limits at Infinity and Horizontal
Asymptotes
Intermediate Value Theorem
(IVT)

Unit Title:

Duration/
Month(s)

Related Standards:

MA.9-12.I.D.2 Understanding continuity
in terms of limits
MA.9-12.I.D.3 Geometric understanding
of graphs of continuous
functions (Intermediate
Value Theorem and
Extreme Value Theorem)
Interdisciplinary:
ELA
NJSLS.RST.11-12.4
NJSLS.RST.11-12.9
Technology
NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5
21st Century
CRP1.
CRP2
CRP4.
CRP8.
NJSLS.9.2.12.C.1
NJSLS.9.3.ST.6
NJSLS.9.3.ST‐ET
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Learning Goals:
5.

Students will develop a
Geometric understanding
of graphs of continuous
functions (Intermediate
Value Theorem and
Extreme Value Theorem).
Students will be able to
estimate limits from graphs
or tables of data

Topics and Skills:

Unit 1: Trigonometric Functions

Recommended Duration: 4 Weeks/September
October
Unit Description: Trigonometry is the study of triangles. This unit will focus on solving right triangles. Right triangles will then be used to develop definitions
for the six trigonometric functions. The unit will develop the 16 point unit circle. The trigonometric functions have many uses in the real world. They have
applications in physics, music and economics. The focus of this unit is to look at the graphs of sine and cosine as sinusoids. This leads to a discussion of the
graphs of the remaining four trigonometric functions. The unit will look at applications of sinusoids and composite functions of algebraic and trigonometric
functions. The trigonometric models can be used to solve a variety of problems. This unit’s focus is developing the inverse trigonometric functions and using
them to solve trigonometric equations.
Essential Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How can a right triangle be used to solve problems involving the six
trigonometric functions?
How can the unit circle be used to solve problems involving
trigonometry without using a calculator?
How can a mountain be measured?
How do the changes to the coefficients of a trigonometric function
affect the graph of that function?
How can the graph of a sinusoid be graphed without the graphing
calculator?
How can we model the tides in Atlantic City?
How can the inverse trigonometric functions exist when the
trigonometric functions are not one-to-one?
How can the inverse trigonometric functions be used to solve a
trigonometric equation?
How can you hang a painting in an art gallery so there is a maximum
viewing angle for the picture from where the gallery will view the
painting?

Enduring Understandings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Coordinate geometry can be used to represent and verify
geometric/algebraic relationships.
Geometric relations provide a means to make sense of a variety of
phenomena.
Everyday objects have a variety of attributes, each of which can be
measured in a variety of ways.
Mathematical models can be used to describe and quantify physical
relationships to help us clarify mathematical relations. The unit circle
can be used to solve problems in trigonometry.
You can solve real-world problems using right triangle trigonometry.
A sinusoid can be graphed without the graphing calculator.
Sinusoidal functions can be written to model real life phenomena.
Coordinate geometry can be used to represent and verify
geometric/algebraic relationships.
Geometric relations provide a means to make sense of a variety of
phenomena.
Everyday objects have a variety of attributes, each of which can be
measured in a variety of ways.
Mathematical models can be used to describe and quantify physical
relationships to help us clarify mathematical relations.
Geometric relations provide a means to make sense of a variety of
phenomena.
Everyday objects have a variety of attributes, each of which can be
measured in a variety of ways.

Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
•
•
•

Relevant Standards
Content Standards:
Power (Primary):
Subject Area:
NJSLS.F-BF.B.4d - Produce an invertible
function from a non-invertible function by
restricting the domain.
NJSLS.F-TF.A.1 - Understand radian measure
of an angle as the length of the arc on the unit
circle subtended by the angle.
NJSLS.F-TF.A.2 - Explain how the unit circle in
the coordinate plane enables the extension of
trigonometric functions to all real numbers,
interpreted as radian measures of angles
traversed counterclockwise around the unit
circle.
NJSLS.F-TF.A.3 - Use special triangles to
determine geometrically the values of sine,
cosine, tangent for pi/3, pi/4 and pi/6, and use
the unit circle to express the values of sine,
cosine, and tangent for pi-x, pi+x, and 2pi-x in
terms of their values for x, where x is any real
number.
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Mathematical models can be used to describe and quantify physical
relationships to help us clarify mathematical relations.
Inverse trigonometric functions can be developed by restricting the
domains of the regular trigonometric functions.
You can use the inverse trigonometric functions to solve
trigonometric equations.

Learning Goals
1. The students will understand the difference
between the two systems for measuring angles in
trigonometry and be able to convert from one
system to another. (1 week)
2. The students will understand that the basis for
trigonometry is a right triangle and be able to use
right triangles to compute values for the six
trigonometric functions. (1 week)
3. The students will understand the relationship
between the values for sine and cosine and the
features of sinusoidal graphs and be able to
calculate the defining characteristic of sinusoids
algebraically. (2 weeks)
4. The students will understand the applications of
sinusoids and be able to use sinusoids to model a
variety of real-world situations. (1 week)
5. The students will understand the relationship
between the trigonometric functions and the
inverse trigonometric functions and be able to
compute values using the inverse trigonometric
functions. (1 week)
6. The students will understand the various methods
for solving trigonometric equations including using
the inverse trigonometric functions and be able to

Learning Objectives
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Convert between radians and degrees
and find arc lengths.
Define the six trigonometric functions
using the lengths of the sides of a right
triangle.
Solve problems involving the
trigonometric functions of real
numbers and solve problems
involving the properties of the sine
and cosine functions as periodic
functions.
Generate the graphs of the sine and
cosine functions and explore
transformations of the sine and
cosine functions.
Generate the graphs for the tangent,
cotangent, secant, and cosecant
functions and explore various
transformations of these graphs.
Graph sums, differences, and other
combinations of trigonometric and
algebraic functions.
Relate the concept of inverse function
to trigonometric functions.

Relevant Standards
NJSLS.F-TF.A.4 - Use the unit circle to explain
symmetry (odd and even) and periodicity of
trigonometric functions.
NJSLS.F-TF.B,5 - Choose trigonometric
functions to model periodic phenomena with
specified amplitude, frequency, and midline.
NJSLS.F-TF.B.6 - Understand that restricting a
trigonometric function to a domain on which it
is always increasing or always decreasing
allows its inverse to be constructed.
NJSLS.F-TF.B.7 - Use inverse functions to solve
trigonometric equations that arise in modeling
contexts; evaluate the solutions using
technology, and interpret them in terms of the
context.
NJSLS.G-SRT.C.6 - Understand that by
similarity, side ratios in right triangles are
properties of the angles in the triangle, leading
to definitions of trigonometric ratios for acute
angles.
NJSLS.G-SRT.C.7 - Explain and use the
relationship between the sine and cosine of
complementary angles.
NJSLS.G-SRT.C.8 - Use trigonometric ratios
and the Pythagorean Theorem to solve right
triangles in applied problems.
Supportive (Secondary):
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE STANDARDS
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Learning Goals
solve trigonometric problems using the inverse
trigonometric functions. (1 week)

Learning Objectives
•

Apply the concepts of trigonometry to
solve real-world problems.

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

MP1 - Make sense of problems and persevere
in solving them.
MP2 - Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
MP3 - Construct viable arguments and critique
the reasoning of others.
MP4 - Model with mathematics.
MP5 - Use appropriate tools strategically.
MP6 - Attend to precision.
MP7 - Look for and make use of structure.
MP8 - Look for and express regularity in
repeated reasoning.
Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Teacher Observation, Class
Participation, Group Work,
Homework, Learning Goals and
Scales

Unit Assessment

Group Whiteboard Problems
Journal:
-How are transformations of sine and
cosine similar to other functions you
have studied before?
- What trigonometric functions are
continuous and which functions are
discontinuous?
-How can writing angles in different
ways be useful?

14
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Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Written Assessments, Quizzes, Unit
Test
Graphing Technology Lab:
Graphing Trigonometric Functions and
applying the graphs to real life
situations

Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments
- How does a trigonometric inverse
function compare to an algebraic
inverse function?

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
Special Education Students
Accommodations
Modifications
- Additional time
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
- Read directions to students
evaluate
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Truncated/shortened assessment
- Highlight key directions
- Accept short answers
- Use of a calculator, provide calculator
instructions for graphing the
trigonometric functions.
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes for secondary
assessments
- Give students the unit circle for
assessments.
ELLs (English Language Learners)
Accommodations
- Additional time
- Read directions to students
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Highlight key directions
- Use of a calculator, provide calculator
instructions for graphing the
trigonometric functions.
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
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Modifications
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
evaluate
- Truncated/shortened assessment
- Accept short answers

Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)

Differentiation
- Choice menu on finding values of the six
trigonometric functions. Pick problems to
achieve a point total for full credit.
- Group assessment on sketching the
graphs of sinusoids.
-

Differentiation
- Choice menu on finding values of the six
trigonometric functions. Pick problems to
achieve a point total for full credit.
- Group assessment on sketching the
graphs of sinusoids.

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes for secondary
assessments
- Give students the unit circle for
assessments.
Struggling Learners
Accommodations
- Read directions to students
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Highlight key directions
- Use of a calculator, provide calculator
instructions for graphing the
trigonometric functions.
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes for secondary
assessments
- Give students the unit circle for
assessments.
Advanced Learners
Accommodations
- Read directions to students
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Highlight key directions
- Use of a calculator, provide calculator
instructions for graphing the
trigonometric functions.
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes for secondary
assessments
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Modifications
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
evaluate
- Truncated/shortened assessment

Differentiation
- Choice menu on finding values of the six
trigonometric functions. Pick problems to
achieve a point total for full credit.
- Group assessment on sketching the
graphs of sinusoids.

Modifications
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
evaluate
- Truncated/shortened assessment

Differentiation
- Choice menu on finding values of the six
trigonometric functions. Bonus points for
completing the menu.
- Group assessment on sketching the
graphs of sinusoids.

Instructional Strategies
Providing clear learning goals and scales, celebrating success, establish classroom routines, organizing the physical layout of the classroom, identifying critical
information, organizing students to interact with new knowledge, previewing new content, chunk content into “digestible bites”, reflect on learning, organize
students to practice and deepen knowledge, using homework, examine errors in reasoning, practice skills and strategies, revising knowledge, provide resource
and guidance, organizing/engaging students for cognitively complex tasks involving generating hypothesis and testing
Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
Special Education Students
Accommodations
Modifications
- Provide video on the notes
- Even or odd questions on homework
instead of the whole worksheet.
- Preferential seating.
- When calling on a student, the level of
- Remind students to check the mode of
questioning will depend on the student.
their calculator.
- Remind students to use the periodic
nature of the trigonometric functions to
aid in solving trigonometric equations.
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as period, amplitude,
phase shift and vertical shift.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material – period,
amplitude, phase shift and vertical shift.
ELLs (English Language Learners)
Accommodations
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Modifications

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow homogeneous
groups for reteaching and individual
attention.

Differentiation

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Provide video on the notes
- Even or odd questions on homework
- Preferential seating.
instead of the whole worksheet.
- Remind students to check the mode of
- When calling on a student, the level of
their calculator.
questioning will depend on the student.
- Remind students to use the periodic
nature of the trigonometric functions to
aid in solving trigonometric equations.
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as period, amplitude,
phase shift and vertical shift.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material – period,
amplitude, phase shift and vertical shift.
Struggling Learners
Accommodations
- Provide video on the notes
- Preferential seating.
- Remind students to check the mode of
their calculator.
- Remind students to use the periodic
nature of the trigonometric functions to
aid in solving trigonometric equations.
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as period, amplitude,
phase shift and vertical shift.
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Modifications
- Even or odd questions on homework
instead of the whole worksheet.
- When calling on a student, the level of
questioning will depend on the student.

-

Flexible grouping to allow homogeneous
groups for reteaching and individual
attention.

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow heterogeneous
groups to model proper group work skills.

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material – period,
amplitude, phase shift and vertical shift.
Advanced Learners
Accommodations
- Student led discussion about concepts.
- Individual research expanding on
concepts.

Modifications

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow heterogeneous
and homogeneous groups to allow
discussion of alternate solutions.

Unit Vocabulary
Essential: central angle, degree, minutes, seconds, line of travel, radian, similar, right triangle trigonometry, standard position, sine, cosine, tangent, cosecant,
secant, cotangent, solving a triangle, initial side, vertex, terminal side, measure of an angle, positive angles, negative angles, standard position, coterminal
angles, reference triangle, quadrantal angles, wrapping function, circular functions, periodic, period, sinusoid, amplitude, frequency, phase shift, damped,
damping, damped oscillation, damping factor, inverse sine function, arcsine of x, inverse sine (arcsine), inverse cosine function, arccosine of x, inverse cosine
(arccosine), inverse tangent function, arctangent of x, inverse tangent (arctangent)
Non-Essential: course or bearing, mile, statute miles, tangent function, cotangent function, secant function, cosecant function
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Interdisciplinary Connections (Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

STEM
9.3.ST.2 Use technology to acquire, manipulate, analyze and r
eport data.
9.3.ST.6 Demonstrate technical skills needed in a chosen STE
M field.
9.3.ST‐ET.2 Display and communicate STEM information.
9.3.ST‐ET.3
Apply processes and concepts for the use of technological tool
s in STEM.
9.3.ST‐ET.5
Apply the knowledge learned in STEM to solve problems.
9.3.ST‐SM.1
Apply science and mathematics to provide results, answers an
d algorithms for engineering and technological activities.
9.3.ST‐SM.4
Apply critical thinking skills to review information, explain stati
stical analysis, and to translate,
interpret and summarize research and statistical data.

Technology:
Substitution:
Use of TI graphing calculator to
find value of angles in degree
and radian mode and the value
of the sides.

NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5 – Analyze the capabilities and limitations of
current and emerging technology resources and assess their
potential to address personal, social, lifelong learning, and
career needs.
NJSLS.8.2.12.E.1 – Demonstrate an understanding of the
problem-solving capacity of computer in our world.
21st Century Life and Careers
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them.
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Use of TI to visualize and
analyze trigonometric functions.
Augmentation:
Students watch a video of the
lesson at their own pace
Use of Quizizz, Kahoot, and Khan
Academy students self- examine
their knowledge of the material
and teachers has a report of
their progress. (With Khan
Academy, the teacher can also
send to particular students
problems in the class so it is a
differentiation tool.)

Using desmos, students
explore the 3 trig ratios; sine,
cosine, and tangent.

Using Desmos, students explore
unit circle

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit
__x__ Global Awareness –
Christopher Columbus
navigating
__x__ Civic Literacy flight
and marine engineering
__x__ Financial,
Economic, Business, &
Entrepreneurial Literacy –
project manager –
construction of a new
home
____ Health Literacy

21st Century Skills: P21
Framework Toolkit
_X__ Creativity & Innovation –
designing solutions to
problems and engaging in the
engineering process
____ Media Literacy
__X_ Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving – decision
making as far as what type of
invests to make, also solving
function problems with graphs
showing one, none or multiple
solutions.
__X_ Life and Career Skills –
preparing for careers in
mathematics and showing
applications of functions and
graphing
____ Information &
Communication Technologies
Literacy
__X_ Communication &
Collaboration- ability of
students to articulate the
process as well as the product
explaining how they arrived at
a particular answer.
____ Information Literacy

Interdisciplinary Connections (Applicable Standards)
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using cultural global
competence.

Integration of Technology

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21
Framework Toolkit

Using Desmos, students explore
translations of sine, cosine, and
tangent
Modification:
After students perform the unit
circle exploration, the students
will share their conclusions on
google docs.

Library

Redefinition
Have the students pick a topic
they learned in class and create a
book (storybird.com) to be share
with the class.

Resources:
Texts/Materials: Pre-calculus textbook by Pearson/Addison Wesley copyright 2004, graphing calculators, Wabbit emulator, whiteboards, markers
Tiered word problems on modeling periodic behavior with trigonometric functions
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Unit 2: Analytic Trigonometry

Recommended Duration: April 8 Weeks/October December

Unit Description: The trigonometric identities are used in many situations. This unit will focus on the trigonometric identities and their uses in proving other
identities and proving concepts of trigonometry that we have accepted as true from the beginning. The unit will end with using trigonometric identities to solve
trigonometric equations. The Laws of Sine and Cosine are powerful tools that allow trigonometry to move away from right triangles and to target solving all
triangles. This unit will focus on using the Laws of Sine and Cosine to solve oblique triangles and real world problems. The unit will end with using the Laws of
Sine and Cosine to develop formulas for finding the area of triangles.
Essential Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enduring Understandings

How can the six trigonometric functions be written in terms of sine,
cosine or a combination of sine and cosine?
How can we prove that the trigonometric functions are periodic?
How can trigonometric identities be used to simplify trigonometric
equations to make them easier to solve.
How can sinusoids be used to model magnetic fields?
How can the distance between two points be calculated if there is an
immovable object in between the two points?
How can we find the area of a triangle if all we know about the triangle
are the length of the sides?
How can we solve a triangle if it is not a right triangle?
How can we use the Laws of Sines and cosines to survey a lake?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relevant Standards
Content Standards:
Power (Primary):
Subject Area:
NJSLS.F-TF.C.8 - Prove the Pythagorean
identity sin2Ɵ + cos2Ɵ = 1 and use it to find
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Geometric relations provide a means to make sense of a variety of
phenomena.
Algebra and numeric procedures are interconnected and build on one
another to produce a coherent whole.
Reasoning and/or proof can be used to verify or refute conjectures or
theorems in geometry.
Trigonometric identities can be used to simplify expressions.
Trigonometric identities can be used to prove other identities.
Geometric relations provide a means to make sense of a variety of
phenomena.
Algebra and numeric procedures are interconnected and build on one
another to produce a coherent whole.
Reasoning and/or proof can be used to verify or refute conjectures or
theorems in geometry.
The Law of Sines can be used to solve triangles.
The Law of Cosines can be used to solve triangles.
You can find the area of a triangle using trigonometric formulas.

Learning Goals
1. The students will understand the fundamental trigonometric
identities and be able to use the fundamental identities to simplify
other trigonometric expressions and prove other trigonometric
identities. (1 week)

Learning Objectives
•

Use the fundamental
identities to simplify
trigonometric
expressions and solve

Relevant Standards
sinƟ, cosƟ, or tanƟ given sinƟ, cosƟ, or
tanƟ and the quadrant of the angle.
NJSLS.F-TF.C.9 - Prove the addition and
subtraction formulas for sine, cosine, and
tangent and use them to solve problems.
NJSLS.G-SRT.D.9 - Derive the formula A =
1/2 ab sin(C) for the area of a triangle by
drawing an auxiliary line from a vertex
perpendicular to the opposite side.
NJSLS.G-SRT.D.10 - Prove the Laws of Sines
and Cosines and use them to solve
problems.
NJSLS.G-SRT.D.11 - Understand and apply
the Law of Sines and the Law of Cosines to
find unknown measurements in right and
non-right triangles (e.g., surveying problems,
resultant forces).

Learning Goals
2. The students will understand that the fundamental identities can be
used to develop other trigonometric identities and be able to use the
sum and difference identities and multiple-angle identities to solve
trigonometric problems and prove other trigonometric identities. (2
weeks)
3. The students will understand that the trigonometric identities can be
used to solve trigonometric equations and be able to use
trigonometric identities to solve complex trigonometric equations. (1
week)
4. The students will understand the relationship between right triangle
trigonometry and the trigonometric identities and the Laws of Sines
and Cosines and be able to use the Law of Sines and Law of Cosines to
solve triangles and trigonometric problems. (1 week)

Learning Objectives

•

•

•

•
•

Supportive (Secondary):
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE STANDARDS
MP1 - Make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them.
MP2 - Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
MP3 - Construct viable arguments and
critique the reasoning of others.
MP4 - Model with mathematics.
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trigonometric
equations.
Decide whether an
equation is an identity
and confirm identities
analytically.
Apply the identities
for the cosine, sine
and tangent of a
difference or sum.
Apply the doubleangle identities,
power-reducing
identities, and halfangle identities.
Use the Law of Sines
to solve problems.
Use the Law of Cosines
to solve problems.

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

MP5 - Use appropriate tools strategically.
MP6 - Attend to precision.
MP7 - Look for and make use of structure.
MP8 - Look for and express regularity in
repeated reasoning.
Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Teacher Observation, Class
Participation, Group Work,
Homework, Learning Goals and
Scales

Unit Assessment

Group Whiteboard Problems
Journal:
-Write the name and an example of
one of the identities in this lesson.
-Explain how to apply the sum and
difference of angles identities.

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
Special Education Students
Accommodations
Modifications
- Additional time
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
- Read directions to students
evaluate
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Truncated/shortened assessment
- Highlight key directions
- Accept short answers
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes on secondary
assessments
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Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Written Assessments Quizzes, Unit Test

Differentiation
- Choice menu on proving identities. Pick
problems to achieve a point total for full
credit.
- Group assessment on using identities to
solve trigonometric equations.
-

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Remind students about the restrictions on
proving identities.
- Provide the fundamental identities for
use on any assessment.
ELLs (English Language Learners)
Accommodations
Modifications
- Additional time
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
- Read directions to students
evaluate
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Truncated/shortened assessment
- Highlight key directions
- Accept short answers
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes on secondary
assessments
- Remind students about the restrictions on
proving identities.
- Provide the fundamental identities for
use on any assessment.
Struggling Learners
Accommodations
Modifications
- Read directions to students
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
- Provide study guide prior to tests
evaluate
- Highlight key directions
- Truncated/shortened assessment
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes on secondary
assessments
- Remind students about the restrictions on
proving identities.
- Provide the fundamental identities for
use on any assessment.
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Differentiation
- Choice menu on proving identities. Pick
problems to achieve a point total for full
credit.
- Group assessment on using identities to
solve trigonometric equations.

Differentiation
- Choice menu on proving identities. Pick
problems to achieve a point total for full
credit.
- Group assessment on using identities to
solve trigonometric equations.

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
Advanced Learners
Accommodations
- Vary test formats
- Allow written component for True or
False questions
- Allow alternate solutions to problems
- Eliminate redundant test questions
- Allow for retakes on secondary
assessments

Modifications
- Choice of test format

Differentiation
- Choice menu on proving identities. Bonus
points for completing entire menu.
- Group assessment on using identities to
solve trigonometric equations.

Instructional Strategies
Providing clear learning goals and scales, celebrating success, establish classroom routines, organizing the physical layout of the classroom, identifying critical
information, organizing students to interact with new knowledge, previewing new content, chunk content into “digestible bites”, reflect on learning, organize
students to practice and deepen knowledge, using homework, examine errors in reasoning, practice skills and strategies, revising knowledge, provide resource
and guidance, organizing/engaging students for cognitively complex tasks involving generating hypothesis and testing
Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
Special Education Students
Accommodations
Modifications
- Provide video on the notes
- Even or odd questions on homework
instead of the whole worksheet.
- Preferential seating.
- When calling on a student, the level of
- Remind students that when proving
questioning will depend on the student.
identities you cannot work on across the
equal sign.
- Remind students when solving trig
equations to use the period of the
function to find all solutions.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
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Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow homogeneous
groups for reteaching and individual
attention.

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material –
simplifying trigonometric expressions,
proving trigonometric identities, solving
trigonometric equations.
ELLs (English Language Learners)
Accommodations
- Provide video on the notes
- Preferential seating.
- Remind students that when proving
identities you cannot work on across the
equal sign.
- Remind students when solving trig
equations to use the period of the
function to find all solutions.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material –
simplifying trigonometric expressions,
proving trigonometric identities, solving
trigonometric equations.
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Modifications
- Even or odd questions on homework
instead of the whole worksheet.
- When calling on a student, the level of
questioning will depend on the student.

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow homogeneous
groups for reteaching and individual
attention.

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
Struggling Learners
Accommodations
Modifications
- Provide video on the notes
- When calling on a student, the level of
questioning will depend on the student.
- Preferential seating.
- Remind students that when proving
identities you cannot work on across the
equal sign.
- Remind students when solving trig
equations to use the period of the
function to find all solutions.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material –
simplifying trigonometric expressions,
proving trigonometric identities, solving
trigonometric equations.
Advanced Learners
Accommodations
- Provide video on the notes
- Student led discussion about concepts.
- Individual research expanding on
concepts.
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Modifications

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow heterogeneous
groups to model proper group work skills.

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow heterogeneous
and homogeneous groups to allow
discussion of alternate solutions.

Unit Vocabulary
Essential: identities, domain of validity, proving identities, multiple-angle identities, Law of Sines, Law of Cosines, semiperimeter,
Non-Essential: reduction formula, segment
Interdisciplinary Connections (Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

STEM
9.3.ST.2 Use technology to acquire, manipulate, analyze and r
eport data.
9.3.ST.6 Demonstrate technical skills needed in a chosen STE
M field.
9.3.ST‐ET.2 Display and communicate STEM information.
9.3.ST‐ET.3
Apply processes and concepts for the use of technological tool
s in STEM.
9.3.ST‐ET.5
Apply the knowledge learned in STEM to solve problems.
9.3.ST‐SM.1
Apply science and mathematics to provide results, answers an
d algorithms for engineering and technological activities.
9.3.ST‐SM.4
Apply critical thinking skills to review information, explain stati
stical analysis, and to translate, interpret and summarize rese
arch and statistical data.

Technology:
Substitution:
Use of TI graphing calculator to
find value of angles in degree
and radian mode and value of
sides.

Science
NJSLS-S.HS-PS4-1 Use mathematical representations to
support a claim regarding relationships among the frequency,
wavelength, and speed of waves traveling in various media.
Health/PE
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Augmentation:
Students watch a video of the
lesson at their own pace
Use of Quizizz, Kahoot, and Khan
Academy, students selfexamine their knowledge of the
material and teachers has a
report of their progress. (With
Khan Academy, the teacher can
also send to particular students
in the class so it is a
differentiation tool.)
Using Desmos, students will be
able to explore and practice
trigonometric identities.
Using Desmos, students will
explore to get a deeper

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit
_x___ Global Awareness –
cartography, GPS
__x__ Civic Literacy –
surveying land,
cartography, satellite
systems
____ Financial, Economic,
Business, & Entrepreneurial
Literacy
____ Health Literacy

21st Century Skills:
P21
Framework Toolkit
_X__ Creativity & Innovation
– designing solutions to
problems and engaging in
the engineering process
____ Media Literacy
__X_ Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving – decision
making as far as what type of
invests to make, also solving
function problems with
graphs showing one, none or
multiple solutions.
__X_ Life and Career Skills –
preparing for careers in
mathematics and showing
applications of functions and
graphing
____ Information &
Communication
Technologies Literacy
__X_ Communication &
Collaboration- ability of
students to articulate the
process as well as the
product explaining how they
arrived at a particular
answer.

Interdisciplinary Connections (Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

Technology

understanding of how the Sine
Law equations were derived.

NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5 – Analyze the capabilities and limitations of
current and emerging technology resources and assess their
potential to address personal, social, lifelong learning, and
career needs.
NJSLS.8.2.12.E.1 – Demonstrate an understanding of the
problem-solving capacity of computer in our world.
21st Century Life and Careers
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them.
Library

21st Century Themes: P21 21st Century Skills:
P21
Framework Toolkit
Framework Toolkit
____ Information Literacy

Using Desmo, students will
explore to get a deeper
understanding of how the
Cosine Law equations were
derived.
Using Desmos, students explore
triangles to discover the area of
a triangle.
Modification:
After students perform the each
of exploration above, the
students will share their
conclusions on google docs.

Resources:
Texts/Materials: Pre-calculus textbook by Pearson/Addison Wesley copyright 2004, graphing calculators, Wabbit emulator, whiteboards, marker
Tiered word problems on harmonic motion
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Unit 3: Functions and Graphs

Recommended Duration: 7 Weeks/December - January

Unit Description: Functions form the basis for mathematical modeling. This unit lays the foundation of the terminology of functions and looks at the different
types of mathematical models (Algebraic, Graphical, Numerical). This unit develops the ability to represent functions and to use functions to create new
functions. This unit also develops the ability to solve the functions that are created to model a real world situation.
Essential Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enduring Understandings

What is the language of functions?
How can data be represented to organize and solve problems?
What is the best way to represent a set of data to present to your boss?
What is the effect to the graph of a function by changing the values of
the constants in the function?
What are the different methods that can be used to solve a problem
using a mathematical model?
How can you create a mathematical function to model the price of a
commodity on the open market?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Relevant Standards
Content Standards:
Power (Primary):
Subject Area:
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Algebraic and numeric procedures and geometric representations are
interconnected and build on one another to produce a coherent
whole.
Mathematical models can be used to describe and quantify physical
relationships to help us clarify mathematical relations.
A quantity can be represented numerically in various ways.
Problem solving depends upon choosing wise ways.
Patterns, functions, and relationships can be represented graphically,
numerically, symbolically or verbally.
The functions and relationship concepts are fundamental ideas in
mathematics.
You can recognize the type of function by its graph.
The language of functions can be used to analyze functions.
The symbolic language of algebra and generalization of patterns in
mathematics are used to communicate and understand mathematics.
Optimization is finding the best solution within given constraints.
Functions can be combined using the mathematical operations and
the composition of functions.
Equations can be solved both graphically and algebraically.
Inequalities can be solved both graphically and algebraically.

Learning Goals
1. The students will understand the
different mathematical models and be

Learning Objectives
•
•

Use numerical, algebraic and graphical models to
solve problems.
Translate from one model to another.

Relevant Standards
NJSLS.F-IF.A.1 - Understand that a function
from one set (called the domain) to another set
(called the range) assigns to each element of
the domain exactly one element of the range. If
f is a function and x is an element of its domain,
then f(x) denotes the output of f corresponding
to the input x. The graph of f is the graph of the
equation y = f(x).
NJSLS.F-IF.A.2 - Use function notation, evaluate
functions for inputs in their domains, and
interpret statements that use function notation
in terms of a context.
NJSLS.F-IF.A.3 - Recognize that sequences are
functions, sometimes defined recursively,
whose domain is a subset of the integers.
NJSLS.F-IF.B.4 - For a function that models a
relationship between two quantities, interpret
key features of graphs and tables in terms of
the quantities, and sketch graphs showing key
features given a verbal description of the
relationship.
NJSLS.F-IF.B.5 - Relate the domain of a function
to its graph and, where applicable, to the
quantitative relationship it describes.
NJSLS.F-BF.A.1a – Determine an explicit
expression, a recursive process, or steps for
calculation from a context.
NJSLS.F-BF.A.1b – Combine standard function
types using arithmetic operations.
NJSLS.F-BF.A.1c – Compose functions.
NJSLS.F-BF.B.3 – Identify the effect on the
graph of replacing f(x) by f(x) + k, k f(x), f(kx),
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Learning Goals
able to represent real-world situations
using the different models. (1 week)
2. The students will understand that
functions can be combined in various
ways and be able to use mathematical
operations and/or composition to create
new functions. (1 week)
3. The students will understand the effect of
changes to a function on the graph of that
function and be able to use
transformations to manipulate functions.
(1 week)
4. The students will understand that there
are various methods to solving an
equation and be able to solve equations
algebraically and graphically. (1 week)

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Represent functions numerically, algebraically,
and graphically.
Determine the domain and range of functions.
Analyze functions for extrema, symmetry,
asymptotes and end behavior
Recognize the twelve basic functions.
Determine the domains of functions related to
the twelve basic functions.
Combine the twelve basic functions in various
ways to create new functions.
Build new functions from existing functions using
arithmetic operations.
Build new functions from existing functions using
the composition of functions.
Build new functions from existing functions using
parametric equations.
Build new functions from existing functions by
finding inverse functions.
Algebraically
and
graphically
represent
translations, reflections, stretches and shrinks of
functions and parametric equations.
Identify appropriate basic function to model realworld situations.
Produce specific functions to model data,
formulas, graphs and verbal descriptions.

Relevant Standards
and f(x + k) for specific values of k (both
positive and negative); find the value of k given
the graphs. Experiment with cases and illustrate
an explanation of the effects on the graph using
technology.
NJSLS.F-BF.B.4a – Solve an equation of the
form f(x) = c for a simple function f that has an
inverse and write an expression for the inverse.
NJSLS.F-BF.B.4b – Verify by composition that
one function is the inverse of another.
Supportive (Secondary):
NJSLS.F-IF.C.7a - Graph linear and quadratic
functions and show intercepts, maxima, and
minima.
NJSLS.F-IF.C.7b – Graph square root, cube root,
and piecewise-defined functions, including step
functions and absolute value functions.
NJSLS.F-IF.C.7c - Graph polynomial functions,
identifying zeros when suitable factorizations
are available, and showing end behavior.
NJSLS.A-REI.B.3 – Solve linear equations and
inequalities in one variable, including equations
with coefficients represented by letters.
NJSLS.A-REI.B.4a – Use the method of
completing the square to transform any
quadratic equation in x into an equation of the
form (x - p)2 = q that has the same solutions.
Derive the quadratic formula from this form.
NJSLS.A-REI.B.4b – Solve quadratic equations
by inspection (e.g., for x2 = 49), taking square
roots, completing the square, the quadratic
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards
formula and factoring, as appropriate to the
initial form of the equation. Recognize when
the quadratic formula gives complex solutions
and write them as a ± bi for real numbers a and
b.
NJSLS.A-REI.D.11 – Explain why the xcoordinates of the points where the graphs of
the equations y = f(x) and y = g(x) intersect are
the solutions of the equation f(x) = g(x); find the
solutions approximately, e.g., using technology
to graph the functions, make tables of values, or
find successive approximations. Include cases
where f(x) and/or g(x) are linear, polynomial,
rational, absolute value, exponential, and
logarithmic functions.
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE STANDARDS
MP1 Make sense of problems and persevere in
solving them.
MP2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
MP3 Construct viable arguments and critique
the reasoning of others.
MP4 Model with mathematics.
MP5 Use appropriate tools strategically.
MP6 Attend to precision.
MP7 Look for and make use of structure.
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

MP8 Look for and express regularity in
repeated reasoning.
Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Teacher Observation, Class
Participation, Group Work,
Homework, Learning Goals and
Scales

Unit Assessment

Group Whiteboard Problems
Journal:
-How does understanding parent
functions and transformations help you
represent mathematical ideas realworld situations?
-What characteristics of functions help
you to analyze real-world situation?
-How can the inverse of a function be
used to help interpret a real-world
event or solve a problem?

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
Special Education Students
Accommodations
Modifications
- Additional time
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
- Read directions to students
evaluate
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Truncated/shortened assessment
- Highlight key directions
- Accept short answers
- Use of a calculator, provide calculator
keystrokes to find the max/min points and
to calculate the regression line.
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
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Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Written Assessments Quizzes, Unit Test
Graphing Technology Lab:
Nonlinear Inequalities

Differentiation
- Choice menus for worksheet on working
with functions. Pick the problems to
achieve a point total to get full credit.
- Group assessment on building function
from other functions.

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Allow for retakes on secondary
assessments
- Provide the formulas: distance formula,
volume of a box and surface area.
- Explain upper and lower bounds of a
function.
- Explain 𝑓𝑓 −1 is the symbol to find the
inverse and not the reciprocal.

ELLs (English Language Learners)
Accommodations
- Additional time
- Read directions to students
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Highlight key directions
- Use of a calculator, provide calculator
keystrokes to find the max/min points and
to calculate the regression line.
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes on secondary
assessments
- Provide the formulas: distance formula,
volume of a box and surface area.
- Explain upper and lower bounds of a
function.
- Explain 𝑓𝑓 −1 is the symbol to find the
inverse and not the reciprocal.
Struggling Learners
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Modifications
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
evaluate
- Truncated/shortened assessment
- Accept short answers

Differentiation
- Choice menus for worksheet on working
with functions. Pick the problems to
achieve a point total to get full credit.
- Group assessment on building function
from other functions.
-

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
Accommodations
Modifications
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
- Use of a calculator, provide calculator
evaluate
keystrokes to find the max/min points and
- Truncated/shortened assessment
to calculate the regression line.
- Accept short answers
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes on secondary
assessments
- Provide the formulas: distance formula,
volume of a box and surface area.
Advanced Learners
Accommodations
- Vary test formats
- Allow written component for True or False
questions
- Allow alternate solutions to problems
- Eliminate redundant test questions

Modifications
- Choice of test format

Differentiation
- Choice menus for worksheet on working
with functions. Pick the problems to
achieve a point total to get full credit.

Differentiation
- Choice menu on building functions from
functions. Bonus points for completing
entire menu.
- Create test questions and flash cards for
struggling learners.
-

Instructional Strategies
Providing clear learning goals and scales, celebrating success, establish classroom routines, organizing the physical layout of the classroom, identifying critical
information, organizing students to interact with new knowledge, previewing new content, chunk content into “digestible bites”, reflect on learning, organize
students to practice and deepen knowledge, using homework, examine errors in reasoning, practice skills and strategies, revising knowledge, provide resource
and guidance, organizing/engaging students for cognitively complex tasks involving generating hypothesis and testing
Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
Special Education Students
Accommodations
Modifications
- Provide video on the notes
- Even or odd questions on homework
- Preferential seating.
instead of the whole worksheet.
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Differentiation

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Remind students to use parentheses
- When calling on a student, the level of
around each polynomial in a rational
questioning will depend on the student.
function to indicate what is in the
numerator and what is in the
denominator.
- Remind students when finding the
domain, one needs to find x-values of the
graph from left to right and when finding
the range, one needs to find the y-values
of the graph from bottom to top.
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as domain, range,
maximum, N/O & O/K, imaginary
numbers, etc.
- Inform students when determining
whether a function is increasing,
decreasing, or constant to read the graph
from left to right like reading a book.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material –
domain and range, denominator cannot be
zero, there is no real square root of a
negative number, and when substituting
to correctly use parentheses.
- If students evaluate composite functions
incorrectly by making the wrong
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-

Flexible grouping to allow homogeneous
groups for reteaching and individual
attention.

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
substitutions, emphasize that the second
function is one substituted.

ELLs (English Language Learners)
Accommodations
- Provide video on the notes
- Preferential seating.
- Remind students to use parentheses
around each polynomial in a rational
function to indicate what is in the
numerator and what is in the
denominator.
- Remind students when finding the
domain, one needs to find x-values of the
graph from left to right and when finding
the range, one needs to find the y-values
of the graph from bottom to top.
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as domain, range,
maximum, N/O & O/K, imaginary
numbers, etc.
- Inform students when determining
whether a function is increasing,
decreasing, or constant to read the graph
from left to right like reading a book.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
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Modifications
- Even or odd questions on homework
instead of the whole worksheet.
- When calling on a student, the level of
questioning will depend on the student.

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow homogeneous
groups for reteaching and individual
attention.

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material –
domain and range, denominator cannot be
zero, there is no real square root of a
negative number, and when substituting
to correctly use parentheses.
- If students evaluate composite functions
incorrectly by making the wrong
substitutions, emphasize that the second
function is one substituted.
Struggling Learners
Accommodations
- Teacher – student communication
periodically on progress.
- Remind students to use parentheses
around each polynomial in a rational
function to indicate what is in the
numerator and what is in the
denominator.
- Remind students when finding the
domain, one needs to find x-values of the
graph from left to right and when finding
the range, one needs to find the y-values
of the graph from bottom to top.
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as domain, range,
maximum, N/O & O/K, imaginary
numbers, etc.
- Inform students when determining
whether a function is increasing,
decreasing, or constant to read the graph
from left to right like reading a book.
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Modifications
- When calling on a student, the level of
questioning will depend on the student.

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow heterogeneous
groups to model proper group work skills.

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material –
domain and range, denominator cannot be
zero, there is no real square root of a
negative number, and when substituting
to correctly use parentheses.
- If students evaluate composite functions
incorrectly by making the wrong
substitutions, emphasize that the second
function is one substituted.
Advanced Learners
Accommodations
- Student led discussion about concepts.
- Individual research expanding on
concepts.

Modifications

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow heterogeneous
and homogeneous groups to allow
discussion of alternate solutions.

Unit Vocabulary
Essential: Mathematical model, mathematical modeling, numerical modeling, algebraic model, graphical model, solve graphically, solve numerically, solve
algebraically, root, solution, equation, zero, x-intercept, grapher failure, hidden behavior, Domain, range, function notation, independent variable, dependent
variable, graph of the function y = f(x), implied domain, relevant domain, removable discontinuity, jump discontinuity, infinite discontinuity, continuous at x=a,
discontinuous at x=a, increasing, decreasing, constant, bounded below, lower bound, bounded above, upper bound, bounded, local maximum, maximum,
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Unit Vocabulary
absolute maximum, local minimum, minimum, absolute minimum, relative extrema, even function, odd function, horizontal asymptote, vertical asymptote,
Continuous function, piecewise function, : composition f of g, relation, implicitly, parameter, inverse relation, one-to-one, inverse function of f, reflections,
transformations, rigid transformations, non-rigid transformations, vertical translation, horizontal translation, reflections of each other across the x-axis,
reflections of each other across the y-axis, reflections of each other across that line, conversion factors, regression line, correlation coefficient, coefficient of
determination,
Non-Essential: supported (as in justifying your answer), graph, numerically, deductive reasoning, y equals f of x , the value of f at x, mapping, bounded on an
interval, Sum, difference, product, quotient, proof
Interdisciplinary Connections (Applicable Standards)
STEM
9.3.ST.2 Use technology to acquire, manipulate, analyze and r
eport data.
9.3.ST.6 Demonstrate technical skills needed in a chosen STE
M field.
9.3.ST‐ET.2 Display and communicate STEM information.
9.3.ST‐ET.3
Apply processes and concepts for the use of technological tool
s in STEM.
9.3.ST‐ET.5
Apply the knowledge learned in STEM to solve problems.
9.3.ST‐SM.1
Apply science and mathematics to provide results, answers an
d algorithms for engineering and technological activities.
9.3.ST‐SM.4
Apply critical thinking skills to review information, explain stati
stical analysis, and to translate, interpret and summarize rese
arch and statistical data.
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Integration of Technology

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit
Technology:
_x___ Global Awareness
Substitution:
– examination of
Use of TI graphing calculator to
population of the planet
find the domain, range, intervals,
versus resources and lead
max or min, and even or odd of a
discussion in decision
function.
making processes such as
extermination of deer in
Use of TI to visualize if a function
a certain area.
is a function, one-to-one, and its
____ Civic Literacy
transformation from its parent
__x__ Financial,
function.
Economic, Business, &
Entrepreneurial Literacy
Use of a TI to determine the type
– application of function
of regression with the best fit from to earnings. Examine a
a set of data.
pay period and discuss
options as far as investing
in a tax sheltered annuity
or
Augmentation:
____ Health Literacy
Students watch a video of the
lesson at their own pace

21st Century Skills:
P21
Framework Toolkit
__X__ Creativity &
Innovation – designing
solutions to problems and
engaging in the engineering
process
____ Media Literacy
__X_ Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving – decision
making as far as what type of
invests to make, also solving
function problems with
graphs showing one, none or
multiple solutions.
__X_ Life and Career Skills –
preparing for careers in
mathematics and showing
applications of functions and
graphing
____ Information &
Communication
Technologies Literacy

Interdisciplinary Connections (Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

Mathematics

Use of Quizizz, Kahoot, and Khan
Academy students self- examine
their knowledge of the material
and teachers has a report of their
progress. (With Khan Academy,
the teacher can also send to
particular students in the class so
it is a differentiation tool.)

Science
Visual and Performing Arts
Health/PE
World Languages
Social Studies
Technology
NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5 – Analyze the capabilities and limitations of
current and emerging technology resources and assess their
potential to address personal, social, lifelong learning, and
career needs.
NJSLS.8.2.12.E.1 – Demonstrate an understanding of the
problem-solving capacity of computer in our world.
21st Century Life and Careers
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using cultural global
competence.
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Using Desmos, students explore
translations by changing
parameters to discover how each
parameter changes the graph.
Modification:
After exploring translations,
students will share their
discoveries on how each
parameter changes the graph on
google docs.

21st Century Themes: P21 21st Century Skills:
P21
Framework Toolkit
Framework Toolkit
__X_ Communication &
Collaboration- ability of
students to articulate the
process as well as the
product explaining how they
arrived at a particular
answer.
____ Information Literacy

Resources:
Texts/Materials: Pre-calculus textbook by Pearson/Addison Wesley copyright 2004, graphing calculators, Wabbit emulator, whiteboards, markers
Tiered word problems on the twelve basic functions

Unit 4: Polynomial, Power, and Rational Functions

Recommended Duration 7 Weeks/February - March

Unit Description: This unit looks at three families of functions, the polynomial functions, the power functions, and the rational functions. The terminology from
the previous units will now be applied to these specific families of functions. The connections will be made going from polynomial functions to power functions
to rational functions. Functions form the basis for mathematical modeling. This unit develops the ability to find the complex zeros of polynomial and rational
functions. This unit extends the algebra of polynomial functions to include rational functions. The unit will develop the techniques and methods of solving
rational equations and inequalities.
Essential Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How can mathematical models using polynomial functions be used to
make predictions?
How can the features of a polynomial function be used to solve reallife problems such as finding zeros, extrema, and end behavior?
How can the path of a rocket, launched into space, be modeled by a
polynomial function?
What is the relationship between the solutions to an equation and the
graph of that equation?
Does the graph of a polynomial function show all of the zeros of the
function?
How can you find the solutions to equations that are not real numbers?
How can you find the break-even point for a business given a
mathematical model of their profit?
What is the relationship between the solutions to an equation and the
graph of that equation?
Does the graph of a polynomial function show all of the zeros of the
function?
How can you find the solutions to equations that are not real numbers?
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Enduring Understandings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinate geometry can be used to represent and verify
geometric/algebraic relationships.
Patterns, functions, and relationships can be represented graphically,
numerically, symbolically or verbally.
The function and relationship concepts are fundamental ideas in
mathematics.
Linear and quadratic functions can be used to model real-life
situations.
Power functions can be used to model real-life situations.
Polynomial functions of higher degree can be used to model real-life
situations.
It is essential to understand the relationship between the solutions to
an equation and the zeros of the graph of the equation.
It is important to understand the relationship between the parts of a
rational function and the zeros, and asymptotes on the graph of that
function.
Polynomial and rational inequalities can be solved both graphically
and algebraically.

Essential Questions
•
•

Enduring Understandings

How do the solutions to an equation differ from the solutions to an
inequality?
How can a rational function be used to develop acid mixtures in
chemistry in any concentration using a stock acid?

Relevant Standards

Content Standards:
Power (Primary):
Subject Area:
NJSLS.A-APR.A.1 – Understand that
polynomials form a system analogous to the
integers, namely, they are closed under the
operations of addition, subtraction, and
multiplication; add, subtract, and multiply
polynomials.
NJSLS.A-SSE.B.3a – Factor a quadratic
expression to reveal the zeros of the function it
defines.
NJSLS.A-SSE.B.3b – Complete the square in a
quadratic expression to reveal the maximum or
minimum value of the function it defines.
NJSLS.A-APR.B.2 – Know and apply the
Remainder Theorem: For a polynomial p(x) and
a number a, the remainder on division by x - a is
p(a), so p(a) = 0 if and only if (x - a) is a factor of
p(x).
NJSLS.A-APR.B.3 – Identify zeros of polynomials
when suitable factorizations are available, and
use the zeros to construct a rough graph of the
function defined by the polynomial.
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Learning Goals
1. The students will be able to understand that
polynomial functions are used to model a
variety of real-world situations and be able to
select the appropriate model for a situation.
(1/2 week)
2. The students will understand the difference
between polynomial and power functions and
be able to compute polynomial or power
functions to model a set of data. (1 week)
3. The students will understand the relationship
between the zeros of a polynomial function
and the graph and be able to use algebraic
techniques to find those zeros. (1 week)
4. The students will understand the relationship
between rational functions and polynomial
functions and be able to use the key features
of polynomial functions to develop the key
features of a rational function. (1 week)
5. The students will understand that there are
multiple methods for solving rational
equations and inequalities and be able to
solve rational equations and inequalities
algebraically and graphically. (1/2 week)

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Recognize and graph linear and quadratic
functions, and use these functions to model
application problems.
Sketch power functions in the form f(x) = kxa.
Graph polynomial functions, predict their end
behavior and find their real zeros using a
grapher or an algebraic method.
Divide polynomials using long division or
synthetic division and apply the Remainder,
Factor and Rational Zeros Theorems and find
upper and lower bounds for zeros.
Add, subtract, multiply and divide complex
numbers and find complex zeros of quadratic
functions.
Factor polynomials with real coefficients.
Graph rational functions
Find limits and asymptotes
Solve rational equations and inequalities
algebraically and graphically

Relevant Standards
NJSLS.A-APR.D.6 - Rewrite simple rational
expressions in different forms; write a(x)/b(x) in
the form q(x) +r(x)/b(x), where a(x), b(x), q(x),
and r(x) are polynomials with the degree of r(x)
less than the degree of b(x), using inspection,
long division, or, for the more complicated
examples, a computer algebra system.
NJSLS.A-APR.D.7 - (+) Understand that rational
expressions form a system analogous to the
rational numbers, closed under addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division by a
nonzero rational expression; add, subtract,
multiply, and divide rational expressions
Supportive (Secondary):
NJSLS.N-CN.A.1 – Know there is a complex
number i such that i2 = -1, and every complex
number has the form a + bi with a and b real.
NJSLS.N-CN.A.2 – Use the relation i2 = -1 and
the commutative, associative, and distributive
properties to add, subtract, and multiply
complex numbers.
NJSLS.N-CN.A.3 – Find the conjugate of a
complex number; use conjugates to find moduli
and quotients of complex numbers.
NJSLS.N-CN.B.4 – Represent complex numbers
on the complex plane in rectangular and polar
form (including real and imaginary numbers),
and explain why the rectangular and polar
forms of a given complex number represent the
same number.
NJSLS.N-CN.B.5 – Represent addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and conjugation of
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards
complex numbers geometrically on the complex
plane; use properties of this representation for
computation.
NJSLS.N-CN.B.6 – Calculate the distance
between numbers in the complex plane as the
modulus of the difference, and the midpoint of
a segment as the average of the numbers at its
endpoints.
NJSLS.N-CN.C.7 – Solve quadratic equations with
real coefficients that have complex solutions.
NJSLS.N-CN.C.8 – Extend polynomial identities
to the complex numbers. For example, rewrite
𝑥𝑥 2 + 4 as (𝑥𝑥 + 2𝑖𝑖)(𝑥𝑥 − 2𝑖𝑖).
NJSLS.N-CN.C.9 – Know the Fundamental
Theorem of Algebra; show that it is true for
quadratic polynomials.
NJSLS.A-REI.A.2 - Solve simple rational and
radical equations in one variable, and give
examples showing how extraneous solutions
may arise.
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE STANDARDS
MP1 - Make sense of problems and persevere in
solving them.
MP2 - Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
MP3 - Construct viable arguments and critique
the reasoning of others.
MP4 - Model with mathematics.
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

MP5 - Use appropriate tools strategically.
MP6 - Attend to precision.
MP7 - Look for and make use of structure.
MP8 - Look for and express regularity in
repeated reasoning.
Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Teacher Observation, Class
Participation, Group Work,
Homework, Learning Goals and
Scales

Unit Assessment

Group whiteboard problems
Journal:
- Describe in words the mathematical
𝑥𝑥−3
> 2.
procedures to solve
𝑥𝑥+2

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
Special Education Students
Accommodations
Modifications
- Additional time
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
- Read directions to students
evaluate
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Truncated/shortened assessment
- Highlight key directions
- Accept short answers
- Use of a calculator, provide calculator
keystrokes to find the max/min points
and points of intersection.
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
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Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Written assessments
Quizzes, Unit Test
Graphing Technology Lab:
Behavior of Graphs
Graphing Technology Lab:
Solving Rational Equations by Graphing

Differentiation
- Choice menu on rational functions. Pick
problems to achieve a point total for full
credit.
- Group assessment on zeros of polynomial
functions.

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes on secondary
assessments
- Remind students about the relationship
between zeros of a polynomial function
and zeros and vertical asymptotes of
rational functions.
ELLs (English Language Learners)
Accommodations
- Additional time
- Read directions to students
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Highlight key directions
- Use of a calculator, provide calculator
keystrokes to find the max/min points
and points of intersection.
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes on secondary
assessments
- Remind students about the relationship
between zeros of a polynomial function
and zeros and vertical asymptotes of
rational functions.
Struggling Learners
Accommodations
- Read directions to students
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Highlight key directions
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Modifications
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
evaluate
- Truncated/shortened assessment
- Accept short answers

Differentiation
- Choice menu on rational functions. Pick
problems to achieve a point total for full
credit.
- Group assessment on zeros of polynomial
functions.

Modifications
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
evaluate
- Truncated/shortened assessment

Differentiation
- Choice menu on rational functions. Pick
problems to achieve a point total for full
credit.

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Use of a calculator, provide calculator
keystrokes to find the max/min points
and points of intersection.
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes on secondary
assessments
- Remind students about the relationship
between zeros of a polynomial function
and zeros and vertical asymptotes of
rational functions.
Advanced Learners
Accommodations
- Vary test formats
- Allow written component for True or
False questions
- Allow alternate solutions to problems
- Eliminate redundant test questions

Modifications
- Choice of test format

-

Group assessment on zeros of polynomial
functions

Differentiation
- Choice menu on rational functions. Bonus
points for completing entire menu.
- Group assessment on zeros of polynomial
functions

Instructional Strategies
Providing clear learning goals and scales, celebrating success, establish classroom routines, organizing the physical layout of the classroom, identifying critical
information, organizing students to interact with new knowledge, previewing new content, chunk content into “digestible bites”, reflect on learning, organize
students to practice and deepen knowledge, using homework, examine errors in reasoning, practice skills and strategies, revising knowledge, provide resource
and guidance, organizing/engaging students for cognitively complex tasks involving generating hypothesis and testing
Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
Special Education Students
Accommodations
Modifications
- Provide video on the notes
- Even or odd questions on homework
- Preferential seating.
instead of the whole worksheet.
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Differentiation

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Remind students to use parentheses
- When calling on a student, the level of
around each polynomial in a rational
questioning will depend on the student.
function to indicate what is in the
numerator and what is in the
denominator.
- Remind students when finding the zeros
and vertical asymptotes of a rational
functions that zeros come from the
numerator and vertical asymptotes come
from the denominator.
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as zero, vertical
asymptote and removable discontinuity.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material – zeros,
asymptotes, discontinuities.
ELLs (English Language Learners)
Accommodations
- Provide video on the notes
- Preferential seating.
- Remind students to use parentheses
around each polynomial in a rational
function to indicate what is in the
numerator and what is in the
denominator.
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Modifications
- Even or odd questions on homework
instead of the whole worksheet.
- When calling on a student, the level of
questioning will depend on the student.

-

Flexible grouping to allow homogeneous
groups for reteaching and individual
attention.

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow homogeneous
groups for reteaching and individual
attention.

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Remind students when finding the zeros
and vertical asymptotes of a rational
functions that zeros come from the
numerator and vertical asymptotes come
from the denominator.
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as zero, vertical
asymptote and removable discontinuity.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material – zeros,
asymptotes, discontinuities.
Struggling Learners
Accommodations
- Provide video on the notes
- Preferential seating.
- Remind students to use parentheses
around each polynomial in a rational
function to indicate what is in the
numerator and what is in the
denominator.
- Remind students when finding the zeros
and vertical asymptotes of a rational
functions that zeros come from the
numerator and vertical asymptotes come
from the denominator.
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Modifications
- When calling on a student, the level of
questioning will depend on the student.

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow heterogeneous
groups to model proper group work skills.

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as zero, vertical
asymptote and removable discontinuity.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material – zeros,
asymptotes, discontinuities.
Advanced Learners
Accommodations
- Student led discussion about concepts.
- Individual research expanding on
concepts.

Modifications

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow heterogeneous
and homogeneous groups to allow
discussion of alternate solutions.

Unit Vocabulary
Essential: polynomial function of degree n, leading coefficient, average rate of change, initial value of f, constant term, (linear) correlation coefficient,
quadratic function, axis of symmetry (axis), vertex, standard quadratic form, vertex form, power function, power, constant of variation, constant of
proportion, direct variation, inverse variation, monomial function, varies jointly, cubic functions, quartic functions, standard form, coefficients, leading term,
multiplicity m of f, repeated zero, : synthetic division, rational zeros, irrational zeros, upper bound for the real zeros, lower bound for the real zeros, complex
conjugate, complex plane, real axis, imaginary axis, absolute value, modulus, distance, midpoint, irreducible over the reals, rational function, end-behavior
asymptote, slant asymptote, rational equations, extraneous solutions, sign pattern chart
Non-Essential: linear function, slant line, linear correlation, positive linear correlation, negative linear correlation, height, vertical velocity, acceleration due to
gravity, varies as, is proportional to, speed, term, zoom out, polynomial interpolation, quotient, remainder, dividend, divisor, divides evenly, Descartes’ Rule
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of Signs, imaginary unit, complex number, real part, multiplicative identity, multiplicative inverse, reciprocal, discriminant, imaginary part, standard form,
imaginary number, equal, sum, difference, additive identity, additive inverse, vertical asymptotes, x-intercepts, y-intercepts,
Interdisciplinary Connections (Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

STEM
9.3.ST.2 Use technology to acquire, manipulate, analyze and r
eport data.
9.3.ST.6 Demonstrate technical skills needed in a chosen STE
M field.
9.3.ST‐ET.2 Display and communicate STEM information.
9.3.ST‐ET.3
Apply processes and concepts for the use of technological tool
s in STEM.
9.3.ST‐ET.5
Apply the knowledge learned in STEM to solve problems.
9.3.ST‐SM.1
Apply science and mathematics to provide results, answers an
d algorithms for engineering and technological activities.
9.3.ST‐SM.4
Apply critical thinking skills to review information, explain stati
stical analysis, and to translate, interpret and summarize rese
arch and statistical data.

Technology:
Substitution:
Use of TI graphing calculator to
find the zeros, vertex, and
intersection of multiple functions.

Technology
NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5 – Analyze the capabilities and limitations of
current and emerging technology resources and assess their
potential to address personal, social, lifelong learning, and
career needs.
NJSLS.8.2.12.E.1 – Demonstrate an understanding of the
problem-solving capacity of computer in our world.
21st Century Life and Careers
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills.
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Use of TI to visualize the end
behavior and asymptote.
Augmentation:
Students watch a video of the
lesson at their own
Use of Kahoot, and Khan
Academy, students self- examine
their knowledge of the material
and teachers has a report of their
progress. (With Khan Academy,
the teacher can also send to
particular students in the class so
it is a differentiation tool.)
Using Desmos, students explore
functions and name each
function’s asymptotes, domain,
and range by adding sliders.
Modification:
After students perform the
asymptotes exploration, the

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit
__x__ Global Awareness
– population growth
__x__ Civic Literacy –
electoral college, # of
reps per state as a
function of population
__x__ Financial,
Economic, Business, &
Entrepreneurial Literacy
– student loans and
formula for awarding
financial aid
____ Health Literacy

21st Century Skills: P21
Framework Toolkit
_X__ Creativity &
Innovation – designing
solutions to problems and
engaging in the
engineering process
____ Media Literacy
__X_ Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving – decision
making as far as what type
of invests to make, also
solving function problems
with graphs showing one,
none or multiple solutions.
__X_ Life and Career Skills
– preparing for careers in
mathematics and showing
applications of functions
and graphing
____ Information &
Communication
Technologies Literacy
__X_ Communication &
Collaboration- ability of
students to articulate the
process as well as the
product explaining how
they arrived at a particular
answer.
____ Information Literacy

Interdisciplinary Connections (Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using cultural global
competence.

students will share their
conclusions on google docs.

21st Century Themes: P21 21st Century Skills:
Framework Toolkit
Framework Toolkit

Resources:
Texts/Materials: Pre-calculus textbook by Pearson/Addison Wesley copyright 2004, graphing calculators, Wabbit emulator, whiteboards, markers
Tiered word problems on the rational functions
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P21

Unit 5: Exponential, Logistic, and Logarithmic Functions

Recommended Duration: 3 Weeks/March - April

Unit Description: Exponential and logistic functions have many applications in the real world. They describe populations, growth and decay of material and
have applications to the business world. The focus of this unit is algebra of exponential and logistic functions and their applications to populations. Logarithms
were created to be the inverse to an exponential function. This unit will focus on the algebra of logarithms and using logarithms to solve exponential equations.
The unit will also cover the applications of logarithmic scales and their usefulness in describing natural phenomena. One of the primary applications of
exponential and logarithmic functions is in the mathematics of finance. This unit will focus on compound interest and annuities and solving finance problems
using those formulas.
Essential Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How can populations be modeled so that predictions can be made on
future populations?
Can a population grow without any limits to that growth?
How can an exponential model for the population of a city be used by
city planners to make budget decisions for the future?
How are logarithms related to exponents?
How can an exponential model be solved algebraically.
How can logarithms be used to describe natural phenomena.
How does a logarithmic scale make the magnitude of stars easier to
calculate?
How is the interest in your bank account calculated?
If you invest money, how long will it take to accumulate a goal amount
of money?
What are the investment options that exist?
How can you calculate the amount of your monthly payment for a
mortgage and how much you will pay over the lifetime of the loan?

Enduring Understandings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Patterns, functions, and relationships can be represented graphically,
numerically, symbolically or verbally. The function and relationship
concepts are fundamental ideas in Mathematics.
Mathematical models can be used to describe and quantify physical
relationships.
Coordinate Geometry can be used to represent and verify
geometric/algebraic relationships.
The magnitude of numbers affects the outcome of the operations on
them.
Predictions can be made for populations using exponential growth and
decay models.
Patterns, functions, and relationships can be represented graphically,
numerically, symbolically or verbally. The function and relationship
concepts are fundamental ideas in Mathematics.
Mathematical models can be used to describe and quantify physical
relationships.
Coordinate Geometry can be used to represent and verify
geometric/algebraic relationships.
The magnitude of numbers affects the outcome of the operations on
them.
Predictions can be made for populations using exponential growth and
decay models.
Developing skills in mathematic finance can help individuals to be able
to compound interest for one time investments.

Essential Questions

Enduring Understandings
•
•

Relevant Standards
Content Standards:
Power (Primary):
Subject Area:
NJSLS.F-LE.A.1a - Prove that linear functions
grow by equal differences over equal intervals,
and that exponential functions grow by equal
factors over equal intervals.
NJSLS.F-LE.A.1b - Recognize situations in which
one quantity changes at a constant rate per unit
interval relative to another.
NJSLS.F-LE.1c - Recognize situations in which a
quantity grows or decays by a constant percent
rate per unit interval relative to another.
NJSLS.F-IF.C.8b – Use properties of exponents
to interpret expressions for exponential
functions. For example, identify percent rate of
change in functions such as 𝑦𝑦 = (1.02)𝑡𝑡 , 𝑦𝑦 =
𝑡𝑡
(0.97)𝑡𝑡 , 𝑦𝑦 = (1.01)12𝑡𝑡 , 𝑦𝑦 = (1.2) �10 , and
classify them as representing exponential
growth or decay.
NJSLS.F-LE.A.4 – Understand the inverse
relationship between exponents and
logarithms. For exponential models, express as
a logarithm the solution to 𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑑𝑑 where a, c
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Understanding the mathematics of finance can help individuals to
understand annuities and be able to calculate the future value or
present values of an annuity.
The mathematics of finance can help students to make decisions about
investment opportunities given several different choices.

Learning Goals
1. The students will understand the
differences between exponential and
logistic functions and polynomial
functions and be able to develop
exponential and logistic models for realworld situations. (1 week)
2. The students will understand the
relationship between exponential and
logarithmic functions and be able to
develop logarithmic models for real-world
situations. (1 week)
3. The students will understand that
logarithms are exponents and behave like
exponents and be able to use the
properties of logarithms to solve
equations and inequalities. (1 week)
4. The students will understand that
exponential and logarithmic functions
have many applications in the world of
finance and be able to calculate
compound interest and annuities using
exponential and logarithmic functions. (1
week)

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Evaluate exponential expressions.
Identify and graph exponential and logistic
functions.
Use exponential functions to model real-life
problems.
Convert equation between logarithmic form and
exponential form and evaluate and graph
common and natural logarithms.
Apply the properties of logarithms to evaluate
expressions and graph function and re-express
data.
Apply the properties of logarithms to solve
exponential
and
logarithmic
equations
algebraically and solve application problems
using the properties of logarithms.
Use exponential functions and equations to
solve business and finance applications related
to compound interest and annuities.

Relevant Standards
and d are numbers and the base b is 2, 10 or e;
evaluate the logarithm using technology.
NJSLS.F-BF.B.5 - Understand the inverse
relationship between exponents and logarithms
and use this relationship to solve problems
involving logarithms and exponents.
9.1.12.B.1 Prioritize financial decisions by
systematically considering alternatives and
possible consequences.
9.1.12.B.2 Compare strategies for saving and
investing and the factors that influence how
much should be saved or invested to meet
financial goals.
9.1.12.B.5 Analyze how changes in taxes,
inflation, and personal circumstances can affect
a personal budget.
9.2.12.B.8 - Describe and calculate interest and
fees that are applied to various forms of
spending, debt, and saving.
9.1.12.B.9 Research the types and
characteristics of various financial organizations
in the community (e.g., banks, credit unions,
check-cashing stores, et. al.).
9.1.12.B.10 Develop a plan that uses the
services of various financial institutions to meet
personal and family financial goals.
9.1.12.C.1 Compare and contrast the financial
benefits of different products and services
offered by a variety of financial institutions.
9.2.12.C.2 - Compare and compute interest and
compound interest and develop an
amortization table using business tools.
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards
9.2.12.C.3 - Compute and assess the
accumulating effect of interest paid over time
when using a variety of sources of credit.
9.2.12.C.4 - Compare and contrast the
advantages and disadvantages of various types
of mortgages.
9.2.12.D.2 - Assess factors that influence
financial planning.
9.2.12.D.5 - Justify the use of savings and
investment options to meet targeted goals.
Supportive (Secondary):
NJSLS.F-LE.A.3 - Observe using graphs and
tables that a quantity increasing exponentially
eventually exceeds a quantity increasing
linearly, quadratically, or (more generally) as a
polynomial function.
NJSLS.F-IF.C.7e - Graph exponential and
logarithmic functions, showing intercepts and
end behavior, and trigonometric functions
showing period, midline, and amplitude.
NJSLS.A-CED.A.1 – Create equations and
inequalities in one variable and use them to
solve problems. Include equations arising from
linear and quadratic functions, and simple
rational and exponential functions.

MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE STANDARDS
MP1 - Make sense of problems and persevere in
solving them.
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

MP2 - Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
MP3 - Construct viable arguments and critique
the reasoning of others.
MP4 - Model with mathematics.
MP5 - Use appropriate tools strategically.
MP6 - Attend to precision.
MP7 - Look for and make use of structure.
MP8 - Look for and express regularity in
repeated reasoning.
Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Teacher Observation, Class
Participation, Group Work,
Homework, Learning Goals and
Scales

Unit Assessment

Group Whiteboard Problems

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
Special Education Students
Accommodations
Modifications
- Additional time
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
- Read directions to students
evaluate
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Truncated/shortened assessment
- Highlight key directions
- Accept short answers
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Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)

Differentiation
- Choice menu on exponential and
logarithmic functions. Pick problems to
achieve a point total for full credit.

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes for secondary
assessments.
- Remind students about the relationship
between exponential and logarithmic
functions.
- Give students the formulas for logarithmic
scales and the interest formulas.
ELLs (English Language Learners)
Accommodations
- Additional time
- Read directions to students
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Highlight key directions
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes for secondary
assessments.
- Remind students about the relationship
between exponential and logarithmic
functions.
- Give students the formulas for logarithmic
scales and the interest formulas.
Struggling Learners
Accommodations
- Read directions to students
- Provide study guide prior to tests
- Highlight key directions
- Use of calculator on non-calculator
portions.
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-

Group assessment on logarithmic
functions.
Group project on the mathematics of
finance.

Modifications
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
evaluate
- Truncated/shortened assessment
- Accept short answers

Differentiation
- Choice menu on exponential and
logarithmic functions. Pick problems to
achieve a point total for full credit.
- Group assessment on logarithmic
functions.
- Group project on the mathematics of
finance.

Modifications
- Choice of test format/Alternate ways to
evaluate
- Truncated/shortened assessment

Differentiation
- Choice menu on exponential and
logarithmic functions. Pick problems to
achieve a point total for full credit.
- Group assessment on logarithmic
functions.

Possible Assessment Adjustments (Modifications/Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Eliminate redundant questions
- Allow for retakes for secondary
assessments.
- Remind students about the relationship
between exponential and logarithmic
functions.
- Give students the formulas for logarithmic
scales and the interest formulas.
Advanced Learners
Accommodations
- Vary test formats
- Allow written component for True or False
questions
- Allow alternate solutions to problems
- Eliminate redundant test questions

Modifications
- Choice of test format

-

Group project on the mathematics of
finance.

Differentiation
- Choice menu on exponential and
logarithmic functions. Bonus points for
completing the menu.
- Group assessment on logarithmic
functions.
- Group project on the mathematics of
finance.
- Retakes on all group assessments.
- Test corrections on assessments.

Instructional Strategies
Providing clear learning goals and scales, celebrating success, establish classroom routines, organizing the physical layout of the classroom, identifying critical
information, organizing students to interact with new knowledge, previewing new content, chunk content into “digestible bites”, reflect on learning, organize
students to practice and deepen knowledge, using homework, examine errors in reasoning, practice skills and strategies, revising knowledge, provide resource
and guidance, organizing/engaging students for cognitively complex tasks involving generating hypothesis and testing
Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
Special Education Students
Accommodations
Modifications
- Provide video on the notes
- Even or odd questions on homework
- Preferential seating.
instead of the whole worksheet.
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Differentiation

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Remind students that exponential and
- When calling on a student, the level of
logarithmic functions are inverses of each
questioning will depend on the student.
other.
- Remind students that we cannot take the
logarithm of a negative number.
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as logarithm, base,
change of base formula, switching forms.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material –
logarithms, changing the base, switching
forms.
ELLs (English Language Learners)
Accommodations
- Provide video on the notes
- Preferential seating.
- Remind students that exponential and
logarithmic functions are inverses of each
other.
- Remind students that we cannot take the
logarithm of a negative number.
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as logarithm, base,
change of base formula, switching forms.
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Modifications
- Even or odd questions on homework
instead of the whole worksheet.
- When calling on a student, the level of
questioning will depend on the student.

-

Flexible grouping to allow homogeneous
groups for reteaching and individual
attention.

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow homogeneous
groups for reteaching and individual
attention.
-

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material –
logarithms, changing the base, switching
forms.
Struggling Learners
Accommodations
- Provide video on the notes
- Preferential seating.
- Remind students that exponential and
logarithmic functions are inverses of each
other.
- Remind students that we cannot take the
logarithm of a negative number.
- Word wall of terms used in the unit with
visual pictures such as logarithm, base,
change of base formula, switching forms.
- Use the Wabbit emulator so the students
can visually see what to enter into their
calculator.
- Have the students perform a review
station activity.
- Provide teachers’ notes.
- Arrange students in groups of 4 so they
can work on math problems together.
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Modifications
- Even or odd questions on homework
instead of the whole worksheet.
- When calling on a student, the level of
questioning will depend on the student.

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow heterogeneous
groups to model proper group work skills.

Possible Instructional Adjustments (Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation)
- Follow a routine/schedule (homework
review, notes, group work).
- Reteach previous taught material –
logarithms, changing the base, switching
forms.
Advanced Learners
Accommodations
- Student led discussion about concepts.
- Individual research expanding on
concepts.

Modifications

Differentiation
- Flexible grouping to allow heterogeneous
and homogeneous groups to allow
discussion of alternate solutions.

Unit Vocabulary
Essential: transcendental functions, exponential function, base, exponential growth function, growth factor, exponential decay function, decay factor, logistic
growth function, limit to growth, logistic decay functions, constant percentage rate r, logarithmic function with base b, common logarithms, natural logarithms,
product rule, quotient rule, power rule, re-expression, order of magnitude, :compound interest, compounded continuously, annual percentage yield (APY),
annuity, future value, present value, annual percentage rate (APR),
Non-Essential: algebraic functions, radioactive decay, half-life, maximum sustainable population, decibels, Richter scale, pH, Newton’s Law of Cooling, linear
regression, natural logarithmic regression, exponential regression, power regression,
Interdisciplinary Connections (Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

STEM
9.3.ST.2 Use technology to acquire, manipulate, analyze and r
eport data.
9.3.ST.6 Demonstrate technical skills needed in a chosen STE
M field.
9.3.ST‐ET.2 Display and communicate STEM information.
9.3.ST‐ET.3
Apply processes and concepts for the use of technological tool

Technology:
Substitution:
Use of TI graphing calculator to
find intersection of log functions
to find the solution to an
equation.
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Use of TI to visualize growth or

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit
__x__ Global Awareness
– magnitude of an
earthquake. Richter
Scale - logarithmic
____ Civic Literacy
____ Financial, Economic,
Business, &
Entrepreneurial Literacy

21st Century Skills:
P21
Framework Toolkit
__X__ Creativity &
Innovation – designing
solutions to problems and
engaging in the engineering
process
____ Media Literacy
__X_ Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving – decision

Interdisciplinary Connections (Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

s in STEM.
9.3.ST‐ET.5
Apply the knowledge learned in STEM to solve problems.
9.3.ST‐SM.1
Apply science and mathematics to provide results, answers an
d algorithms for engineering and technological activities.
9.3.ST-SM.2
Apply science and mathematics concepts to the development
of plans, processes and projects that address real world
problems.
9.3.ST‐SM.4
Apply critical thinking skills to review information, explain stati
stical analysis, and to translate, interpret and summarize rese
arch and statistical data.

decay of a function.

Technology
NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5 – Analyze the capabilities and limitations of
current and emerging technology resources and assess their
potential to address personal, social, lifelong learning, and
career needs.
NJSLS.8.2.12.E.1 – Demonstrate an understanding of the
problem-solving capacity of computer in our world.
21st Century Life and Careers
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
CRP7. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and
persevere in solving them.
CRP11. Use technology to enhance productivity.
CRP12. Work productively in teams while using cultural global
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Use of QR app, to verify solutions
to an Exponential and Logarithmic
Equation worksheet.
Augmentation:
Students watch a video of the
lesson at their own pace.
Use of and Khan Academy,
Kahoot, and, students selfexamine their knowledge of the
material and teachers has a report
of their progress. (With Khan
Academy the teacher can also
send to particular students in the
class so it is a differentiation tool.)

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit
___x_ Health Literacy –
pH of a solution

21st Century Skills:
P21
Framework Toolkit
making and defending the
decision using logic
__X_ Life and Career Skills –
preparing for careers in
mathematics and showing
applications of functions and
graphing
____ Information &
Communication
Technologies Literacy
__X_ Communication &
Collaboration- ability of
students to articulate the
process as well as the
product explaining how they
arrived at a particular
answer.
____ Information Literacy

Interdisciplinary Connections (Applicable Standards)
competence.

Integration of Technology

21st Century Themes: P21 21st Century Skills:
Framework Toolkit
Framework Toolkit

Career Awareness:
NJSLS.9.2.12.C.9 – Analyze the correlation between personal
and financial behavior and employability.

Resources:
Texts/Materials: Pre-calculus textbook by Pearson/Addison Wesley copyright 2004, graphing calculators, Wabbit emulator, whiteboards, markers
Tiered word problems on modeling populations with exponential and logistic functions
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P21

Unit 6: Limits and Continuity

Recommended Duration: 9 Weeks / April - June

Unit Description: The concept of a “limit” is the fundamental building block on which all calculus concepts are based. In this unit, the students will look at limits
informally, with the goal of developing an intuitive feel for the basic ideas. The students will also study computational methods for finding limits. These limits
include limits at real numbers, limits at infinity and infinite limits.
Essential Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is a limit?
How do you determine the limit of a function?
Do all functions have a limit at every point in their domain?
How can limits be used to find the maximum population possible in a
state?
How can the limit of a function be used to determine the continuity of
the function at a point?
How can the Intermediate Value Theorem be used to find the roots of
a function?
How can a limit be found if it cannot be found computationally?
How can a business use the continuity of its inventory function to
decide when to restock?

Enduring Understandings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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It is important to understand the concept of a limit as the output
value of a function as the input value approaches a finite or infinite
number.
Functions can be analyzed graphically by their limiting behavior and
rates of change.
Not all limits exist and can identify what the graph of the function
does for those limits that do not exist.
A limit can be used to determine the continuity of a function.
The limit of a function is the value approached by f ( x) as x
approaches a given value or infinity.
The limit of a function can be used to determine the continuity of a
function.
The limit of a function can be used to determine the continuity of the
composition of functions.
The Intermediate Value Theorem can be used to find the roots of a
function.
The Squeezing Theorem can be used to find the limit of a function.

Relevant Standards
Subject Area:
NJSLS.F.BF.A.1 Write a function that describes a
relationship between two quantities
NJSLS.F‐IF.A.2 Use function notation, evaluate
functions for inputs in their domains, and
interpret statements that use function notation
in terms of a context.
NJSLS.F‐IF.B.4 For a function that models a
relationship between two quantities, interpret
key features of graphs and tables in terms of the
quantities, and sketch graphs showing key
features given a
verbal description of the relationship.
NJSLS.F‐IF.C.7 Graph functions expressed
symbolically and show key features of the graph,
by hand in simple cases and using technology for
more complicated cases.
Standards for Mathematical Practice
MP1 - Make sense of problems and persevere in
solving them.
MP2 - Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
MP3 - Construct viable arguments and critique
the reasoning of others.
MP4 - Model with mathematics.
MP5 - Use appropriate tools strategically.
MP6 - Attend to precision.
MP7 - Look for and make use of structure.
MP8 - Look for and express regularity in
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Learning Goals
1. The student will understand the concept
of a limit as it applies to functions. (1
week)
2. The student will be able to calculate limits
of functions. (1 week)
3. The student will understand the concept
of continuity of a function from a calculus
perspective. (5 days)
4. The student will be able to determine the
continuity of functions. (5 days)

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find the equations of a tangent line to a curve.
Find the area under a curve.
Calculate one-sided and two-sided limits.
Calculate infinite limits.
Identify basic limits.
Use the properties of limits to calculate limits.
Compute limits.
Calculate limits involving radicals.
Calculate limits at infinity.
Define continuity using limits.
Determine the continuity on an interval for a
function.
Apply the properties of continuous functions.
Determine the continuity of a composition of
functions.
Use the Squeezing Theorem to determine limits.

Relevant Standards
repeated reasoning.
Mathematical Practice Standards for AP
Calculus
MPAC 1: Reasoning with definitions and
theorems
MPAC 2: Connecting concepts
MPAC 3: Implementing algebraic/computational
processes
MPAC 4: Connecting multiple representations
MPAC 5: Building notational fluency
MPAC 6: Communicating
Interdisciplinary:
ELA
NJSLS.RST.11-12.4. Determine the meaning of
symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific
words and phrases as they are used in a specific
scientific or technical context relevant to grades
11-12 texts and topics.
NJSLS.RST.11-12.9. Synthesize information from
a range of sources (e.g., texts, experiments,
simulations) into a coherent understanding of a
process, phenomenon, or concept, resolving
conflicting information when possible.
Technology
NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5 Analyze the capabilities and
limitations of current and emerging technology
resources and assess their potential to address
personal, social, lifelong learning, and career
needs.
21st Century
CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing
citizen and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and
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Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

Relevant Standards

Learning Goals

Learning Objectives

technical skills.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and
with reason.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.
NJSLS.9.2.12.C.1 Review career goals and
determine steps necessary for attainment.
NJSLS.9.3.ST.6 Demonstrate technical skills
needed in a chosen STEM field.
NJSLS.9.3.ST‐ET.3 Apply processes and concepts
for the use of technological tools in STEM
Formative Assessments

Summative Assessments

Performance Assessments

Teacher Observation, Class
Participation, Group Work,
Homework, Written Assessments,
Learning Goals and Scales

Unit Assessment, Benchmark
Assessments

Group Whiteboard Problems

Possible Assessment Modifications/Accommodations
Special Education Students
English Language Learners
Increase the amount of time allowed
Modified tests and simplify directions,
to complete tests, provide test study
choice with writing topics, read
guide, interactive notebooks, allow
directions aloud, highlight/underline
retakes on tests only additional
key words, flash cards for identities,
review required), choice with writing
definitions in native language (if
topics, flash cards for limit identities
available), visual aids
and definitions
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At Risk Learners
Increase the amount of time allowed
to complete tests, provide test study
guide, interactive notebooks, allow
retakes on tests only additional
review required), choice with writing
topics, frequent rest breaks,
highlight/underline key words, chunk
long-term assignments, choice of
writing topics, flash cards for
identities

Major
Activities/Assignments/Assessments
(required)
Unit Pre-Assessment

Advanced Learners
Students make a list of “Fair Game”
topics, identities, and concepts that
will recur throughout the year

Instructional Strategies
Providing clear learning goals and scales, celebrating success, establish classroom routines, organizing the physical layout of the classroom, identifying critical
information, organizing students to interact with new knowledge, previewing new content, chunk content into “digestible bites”, reflect on learning, organize
students to practice and deepen knowledge, using homework, examine errors in reasoning, practice skills and strategies, revising knowledge, provide resource
and guidance, organizing/engaging students for cognitively complex tasks involving generating hypothesis and testing
Possible Instructional Modifications /Accommodations/Differentiation
Special Education Students
English Language Learners
mnemonics, guided notes, objectives graphic organizers, choice with
written in guided notes, graphic
writing topics, definitions in native
organizers, assign preferential
language (if available), learning
seating, individual instruction, small
guided notes, objectives written in
group instruction, outlines/ study
guided notes, word wall, mnemonics,
guides, daily assignment list,
visual aids
homework lists, interactive
notebooks, choice with writing topics,

At Risk Learners
graphic organizers, guided notes,
objectives written in guided notes,
mnemonics, frequent rest breaks,
choice of writing topics, encourage
SMART attendance, resources posted
in Google Classroom, buddy system
for study purposes, specific
differentiated instruction for
individual learning gaps

Advanced Learners
Tiered assignments, independent
study (generally in preparation for the
AP test), mini lessons, AP Test style
questions, create AP style questions,
peer critiquing of free-response
answers, scoring other students’ freeresponse work using established
grading rubrics

Unit Vocabulary
Essential: differential calculus, integral calculus, secant line, tangent line, two-sided limit, one-sided limit, does not exist,
indeterminate form of type 0/0, continuous at x=c, continuous on (a, b), continuous everywhere, continuous from the left, continuous from the right,
continuous on a closed interval [a, b], The Squeezing Theorem
Non-Essential: vertical asymptote, end-behavior, horizontal asymptote, Intermediate Value Theorem
Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

Interdisciplinary:
ELA
NJSLS.RST.11-12.4. Determine the
meaning of symbols, key terms, and

S and A Graphing calculators –
used for some calculations, but
mostly to connect the concepts of
limits and continuity algebraically,

____ Global Awareness
____ Civic Literacy
__x__ Financial, Economic,
Business, & Entrepreneurial

____ Creativity & Innovation
____ Media Literacy
__x__ Critical Thinking and Problem
Solving – understanding the concept of a
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Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

other domain-specific words and
phrases as they are used in a specific
scientific or technical context relevant
to grades 11-12 texts and topics.
NJSLS.RST.11-12.9. Synthesize
information from a range of sources
(e.g., texts, experiments, simulations)
into a coherent understanding of a
process, phenomenon, or concept,
resolving conflicting information when
possible.

numerically, and graphically.

Literacy - the concepts of step
functions as they relate to costs,
____ Health Literacy

limit
__x__ Life and Career Skills – the concepts
of step functions as they relate to costs,
____ Information & Communication
Technologies Literacy
__x__ Communication & Collaboration –
Writing Choice Menu
____ Information Literacy

S and A Promethean board – used
for warm ups, notes, cool downs,
and Limit Bingo
A Online AP prep websites used to
practice for the AP Test

Technology
NJSLS.8.1.12.D.5 Analyze the
capabilities and limitations of current
and emerging technology resources and
assess their potential to address
personal, social, lifelong learning, and
career needs.
21st Century
CRP1. Act as a responsible and
contributing citizen and employee.
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and
technical skills.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and
effectively and with reason.
CRP8. Utilize critical thinking to make
sense of problems and persevere in
solving them.
NJSLS.9.2.12.C.1 Review career goals
and determine steps necessary for
attainment.
NJSLS.9.3.ST.6 Demonstrate technical
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Interdisciplinary Connections
(Applicable Standards)

Integration of Technology

21st Century Themes: P21
Framework Toolkit

21st Century Skills: P21 Framework
Toolkit

skills needed in a chosen STEM field.
NJSLS.9.3.ST‐ET.3 Apply processes and
concepts for the use of technological
tools in STEM.

Resources:
Texts/Materials: Calculus textbook by Wiley copyright 2005, graphing calculators, Wabbit emulator, whiteboards, markers
Tiered word problems on the use of limits
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